NIH Planned Transition Dates of Mechanisms for Electronic Submission Using Grants.gov

- NIH will transition to the SF424 family of forms and electronic submission through Grants.gov by research program or funding mechanism.
- As mechanisms are transitioned, Funding Opportunity Announcements will be issued in the NIH Guide and posted in Grants.gov. NIH's goal is to post an opportunity a minimum of 60 days before the submission date.
- ALL applications in response to these announcements will require electronic submission through Grants.gov.

**Mechanism Abbreviation Key:**
- C06/UC6: Research Facilities Construction Grants
- DP1: NIH Director's Pioneer Award Program
- D71/U2R: International Training Cooperative Agreement/Phase 2 of FIC mechanism D71
- G: Resource Program
- P: Research Program Projects and Centers
- R01: Research Project Grant Program
- R03: Small Grant Programs
- R10/U10: Cooperative Clinical Research Grants
- R13/U13: Support for Conferences & Scientific Meetings
- R15: Academic Research Enhancement Awards (AREA)
- R18/U18: Research Demonstration and Dissemination Projects

- R21: Exploratory Development Research
- R21/R33: Exploratory Development Research/Phase II
- R24/U24: Resource Related Research Projects
- R25: Education Projects
- R34: Clinical Trial Planning Grant Program
- R36: Research Dissertation Grant Program
- SBIR/STTR: Small Business Innovation Research/Technology Transfer
- S06, S10, S11: Biomedical Research
- SC1, SC2, SC3: Indiv. Investigator Initiated Research for Minority Serving Inst. Faculty
- S21,22: Health Disparities Endowment Grants
- U: Cooperative Agreement Awards
- X01: High Throughput Screening
- X02: Pre-application for Interdisciplinary Research Consortium
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